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Learning text concept is not a trivial task !
1. Multiple text lines contained in one image
2. Not every text line is representative in the target 

category
3. High false alarm for text detection

Multiple Instance Learning (MIL): To learn a text 
concept in a target category



Multiple Instance LearningMultiple Instance Learning

Originally for learning concepts from ambiguity dataOriginally for learning concepts from ambiguity data

1.1. A bag is a collection of instancesA bag is a collection of instances
2.2. Positive bag has at least one positive instancePositive bag has at least one positive instance
3.3. Negative bag has only negative instancesNegative bag has only negative instances

Analogy:Analogy:

Image  = Bag      &     Text line = InstanceImage  = Bag      &     Text line = Instance



IteratedIterated--discrimdiscrim APR  [APR  [DietterichDietterich et al.et al., 1997] , 1997] 

Diverse Density (DD) [Diverse Density (DD) [MaronMaron and Lozanoand Lozano--Perez, 1998]Perez, 1998]

EMEM--DD [Zhang and Goldman, 2001] DD [Zhang and Goldman, 2001] 

Two SVM variants for MIL [Andrews Two SVM variants for MIL [Andrews et al.et al., 2002] , 2002] 

CitationCitation--kNNkNN for MIL  [Wang and for MIL  [Wang and ZuckerZucker, 2000] , 2000] 

Algorithms developed for Multiple Instance LearningAlgorithms developed for Multiple Instance Learning



Diverse Density (DD) algorithm for MIL
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Background color and foreground color by analyzing Background color and foreground color by analyzing 
the color histogramthe color histogram

Text size and location in the target imageText size and location in the target image

Global textures: edge, brightness, contrast, moments Global textures: edge, brightness, contrast, moments 

Local structures Local structures 

For each text line, we use a 16we use a 16--d feature vector to d feature vector to 
describe this regiondescribe this region



Text Concept of an Image CategoryText Concept of an Image Category

Multiple Instance LearningMultiple Instance Learning (MIL) learns the text concept (MIL) learns the text concept 
from a given set of training images and its detected text from a given set of training images and its detected text 
lines embedded in each imagelines embedded in each image

Represented as two 16Represented as two 16--d vectors:d vectors:
A 16A 16--d d feature vectorfeature vector with representative with representative 

values across all the text lines in this category, values across all the text lines in this category, 
A 16A 16--d d weight vector weight vector indicating impacts of each featureindicating impacts of each feature
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imETimET (Images with Embedded Texts) Datab(Images with Embedded Texts) Databasease
(http://lbmedia.ece.ucsb.edu/resources/dataset/imET.rar)(http://lbmedia.ece.ucsb.edu/resources/dataset/imET.rar)

1.6250Street
3.4205Highway
1.6200Door
3.3220Car
2.1260Camera
5.2294Bus
1.2207Building
1.7260Airplane

Average  number of text 
lines per imageNumber of imagesCategory name





Directly apply this metric to image categorization

1. Average accuracy is 72.3%, or 80.1% if exclude “Street”
2. Low performance for “Street” category



{local structure, location, edge}Street

{color, mean, local structure}Highway

{aspect ratio, edge, variance}Door

{aspect ratio, location, edge}Car

{size, edge, local structure}Camera

{edge, location, aspect ratio}Bus

{edge, location, local structure}Building

{location, contrast, edge}Airplane

Top-3 features with maximum impactsCategory

Text concepts in different categories rely on different features
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http://people.csail.mit.edu/torralba/iccv2005/

ObjectObject Bag of Bag of ‘‘wordswords’’



http://people.csail.mit.edu/torralba/iccv2005/



categorycategory
decisiondecision

learninglearning

feature detection
& representation

codewords dictionarycodewords dictionary

image representation

category modelscategory models
(and/or) classifiers(and/or) classifiers

recognitionrecognition

http://people.csail.mit.edu/torralba/iccv2005/
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Classification AccuracyClassification Accuracy
------ the Baselinethe Baseline

88.04.000.005.330.000.002.670.00Street

4.9280.34.923.280.003.281.641.64Highway

1.671.6778.36.671.671.676.671.67Door

3.850.003.8584.61.282.562.561.28Car

0.000.000.004.5592.40.003.030.00Camera

1.140.000.003.410.0095.50.000.00Bus

25.80.0012.99.681.611.6146.81.61Building

1.285.130.003.850.005.130.0084.6Airplane

streethwydoorcarcambusbldgairAverage    
81.3%
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A linear SVM classifier
1. Probabilities from a Bag-of-words model
2. Distances to the learned text concepts
3. Number of text lines

Accuracy?



Image Categorization using Text Concept (Average accuracy =72.3)
Image Categorization using Bag-of-words (Average accuracy =81.3)

Image Categorization using fusion approach (Average accuracy =90.1)

Air     Bld Bus    Cam     Car     Dor Hwy     Str



ConclusionConclusion

Embedded texts is valuable for image categorizationEmbedded texts is valuable for image categorization

Multiple Instance Learning efficiently finds the useful Multiple Instance Learning efficiently finds the useful 
patterns in the text lines of a target categorypatterns in the text lines of a target category

Robust for noise such as multiple texts, false textsRobust for noise such as multiple texts, false texts

Bridge text detection and image categorizationBridge text detection and image categorization



Thank you!Thank you!

check our website check our website http://lbmedia.ece.ucsb.eduhttp://lbmedia.ece.ucsb.edu
for project details, dataset and slidesfor project details, dataset and slides


